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A Community

To pioneer, refine, and foster campus practices that promote, regardless of difference, inclusion for connection among and around the Curry Community

To foster multiple ways of knowing
Key Accomplishments: College

1. General Education Requirement: Diversity (3 credits)
2. Education Curriculum Planning
Key Accomplishments: Scholarship

1. OnDiversity Conference (June, 2012)
   – *Where the Rubber Meets the Road: Driving Multiculturalism In Higher Education*
   – Anyiwo, Chinn-Swartz, Morison, Seltzer, Smith

2. AAC&U Conference (Oct, 2012)
   – "That's someone else’s job." Redirecting faculty insecurities about infusing inclusive practices"
   – Anyiwo, Chinn Swartz, Kean, Morison, Seltzer,
Next Steps

1. Continuing Research at Classroom Level
2. Sharing with Community
   – Faculty Swims
   – Community Outreach
3. CIC AY 2012/13 - Global Interdependence (Brecken Chinn-Swartz)
Question for Discussion…

✍ What roadblocks do you believe exist to creating truly inclusive practices across Curry?